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Abstract—Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) allow distributed applications where no fixed network infrastructure is
available. MANETs use wireless communication subject to faults
and uncertainty, and must support efficient broadcast. Controlled flooding is suitable for highly-dynamic networks, while
overlay-based broadcast is suitable for dense and more static
ones. Density and mobility vary significantly over a MANET
deployment area. We present the design and implementation
of emergent overlays for efficient and reliable broadcast in
heterogeneous MANETs. This adaptation technique allows nodes
to automatically switch from controlled flooding to the use of
an overlay. Interoperability protocols support the integration of
both protocols in a single heterogeneous system. Coordinated
adaptation policies allow regions of nodes to autonomously and
collectively emerge and dissolve overlays. Our simulation of the
full network stack of 600 mobile nodes shows that emergent
overlays reduce energy consumption, and improve reliability and
coverage compared to single protocols and to two previouslyproposed adaptation techniques.
Index Terms—MANET, Broadcast, Adaptation, Reliability

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) are formed of mobile
nodes relying on direct wireless communication subject to
faults and uncertainty. MANETs allow networked applications
in situations where no infrastructure is available, or where
the available infrastructure does not suffice [1], [2]. A first
target example is a music festival in a rural area, where
setting up a permanent communication infrastructure is not
economically viable. MANETs let a large number of attendees
communicate with each other despite the saturation of the
local cellular network. Another example is an emergency
scenario where teams of rescuers coordinate over an area
where communication infrastructures and power distribution
networks are no longer available [3], [4].
MANETs typically involve a large number of nodes with
arbitrary mobility. For human-attached nodes, models allow
understanding general mobility patterns [5], [6]. These models concur with two major observations. First, mobility is
heterogeneous, with nodes alternating between periods of
high and low speed. Second, there are points of attraction
around which users tend to aggregate [7], leading to zones of
heterogeneous density. Heterogeneity in space was confirmed
by an experiment at the Paléo music festival in Switzerland [8].
The authors performed an estimation of the population size and
of its spatial distribution by collecting unique MAC addresses
from a significant portion of attendees’ mobile phones that
were discoverable via bluetooth. The authors report differences

in node density of up to one order of magnitude (10x) between
different 15m × 15m areas. A similar study during a street
festival in Belgium [9] reports a high heterogeneity of density,
and confirms that users tend to alternate between lowly-mobile
zones (points of interests) with a higher number of users, and
zones of lower density (3x in the collected sample).
Heterogeneity in space and mobility directly impacts data
dissemination in MANETs, and particularly broadcast operations. Broadcast allows delivering messages from any source to
all nodes in the network, e.g. to forward live announcements
to all users of a music festival mobile application. Efficient
routing also depends on broadcast [1]. Offering efficient and
reliable broadcast in a MANET requires an appropriate forwarding strategy. The main hindrance to reliability is the risk
of collisions, when two nodes in wireless range attempt to
send at the same time and cancel each others’ transmissions.
Collisions are not always possible to detect, and are costly to
address [10]. A MAC protocol [11] using too many resubmissions may result in lower performance and increase energy
costs (the broadcast storm problem [12]).
Broadcast protocols for MANETs aim at reliably delivering messages to all nodes despite collisions. They can be
classified in two families [13]: protocols based on controlled
flooding, and those relying on the creation and maintenance
of an overlay. With controlled flooding, any node receiving a
message decides independently whether or not (and when) to
retransmit it using local broadcast. Overlay-based broadcast
on the other hand decouples the decision process of which
node will, or will not, forward incoming messages, from the
actual dissemination. A subset of relay nodes are selected a
priori, through the exchange of control messages, to form a
persistent dissemination backbone, or overlay.
Evaluation studies of broadcast algorithms [14], [15] show
that their performance, reliability, and energy consumption
are very sensitive to deployment conditions. Controlled flooding [16], [17] is efficient in sparsely-populated areas and when
nodes are highly mobile. Overlay-based broadcast [18]–[20]
performs better when nodes are relatively stable. It enables
important saving in energy and retransmissions at denselypopulated areas. There is no existing protocol that can offer
reliable and efficient broadcast in any conditions and support
heterogeneous deployments. Protocols of the two families are
not designed to be interoperable: deploying different protocols
in different regions leads to loss of reliability.
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Fig. 1. Communication model and
illustration of network collisions.

Fig. 2. BMW MAC protocol for
local broadcast: neighborhood discovery and frame retransmissions.

Contributions. We target efficient broadcast in heterogeneous
MANETs. Our motivation is that controlled flooding is efficient in the general case and using an overlay is beneficial
in zones where density increases while mobility decreases,
typical of human behavior at points of interest. We contribute
the novel notion of emergent overlays, allowing a subset of
the nodes in a MANET to autonomously decide to switch
from the use of controlled flooding to the bootstrap and use
of an overlay. The decision to emerge (or later dissolve) an
overlay is based on local indicators of density and mobility,
with the autonomous coordination of all nodes within a region.
Interoperability protocols enable reliable broadcast between
zones using heterogeneous protocols.
•
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We present our system model and our building blocks
(§II): the Broadcast Medium Window (BMW), a MAC
protocol for local broadcast [21]; Counter-based controlled
flooding [22]; and the MPR overlay [20];
We define the requirements for emergent overlays (§III);
We address the interoperability challenge with a protocol
allowing to guarantee continuity in the broadcast across
heterogeneous zones using different protocols (§IV);
We present how nodes are able to collect observables about
their environment to drive the emergence of overlays, and
how this emergence is coordinated autonomously across
nodes in an homogeneous region of the MANET (§V);
We evaluate emergent overlays using a full-stack simulation in OMNeT++/INET [23] (§VI). Our results show that
emergent overlays allow reaching very good dissemination
guarantees across heterogeneous zones, while reducing the
load in the network and the amount of collisions. We show
that our approach compares favorably to the use of single
protocols and to two other adaptive broadcast approaches
from the literature [17], [22].

We finally discuss related work (§VII) and conclude (§VIII).
II. K EY CONCEPTS
We start by detailing our system and communication models. We follow-up with the description of the three base
protocols we combine in our approach.

A. System and communication models
A set N of nodes ni , nj , . . . are mobile in a 2-dimensional
space. We do not consider the availability of geolocation
information (GPS) on the devices. Nodes communicate using
wireless transceivers with a limited and fixed transmission
range Tx. Nodes cannot send and receive simultaneously:
transceivers are either in sending or listening mode. When
nodes emit network frames, only nodes in their coverage
area can receive them. We refer to this as a local broadcast.
Figure 1 presents the coverage areas for nodes n1...4 . For
example, node n3 is in range of both n1 and n2 .
The main obstacle to reliable local broadcast is the occurrence of collisions, which may happen when two nodes have
overlapping coverage areas. If nodes n1 and n2 send frames
at the same time then it is impossible for n3 to successfully
receive both of the frames, or even any of them. The same
applies to a node such as n4 that is in sending mode and cannot
receive frames from other nodes in range. Detecting collisions
as they happen is not possible [11]. Reliable local broadcast
must therefore rely on a medium access control protocol.
B. MAC protocol for local broadcast
A MAC (Medium Access Control) protocol arbitrates the use
of the wireless medium to minimize collisions and their impact
on communication reliability. It detects missed receptions and
implements frame retransmissions when necessary.
We use broadcast medium window (BMW), a MAC protocol for reliable local broadcast [21]. The protocol is illustrated
by Figure 2. BMW relies on virtual carrier sensing, as used
for point-to-point communication in the classical IEEE 802.11
coordination protocol [11]. A node initiates a local broadcast
by sending a RTS (Request To Send) frame, with the goal of
discovering local neighbors. These neighbors reply with CTS
(Clear To Send) messages containing their identity. Physical
carrier sensing [11] reduces the risk of collisions between CTS
replies: nodes wait for an initial random duration and probe
the wireless medium before sending; If it is currently used,
they back off and retry after an (exponentially increasing)
duration. The payload frame is then transmitted, and neighbors
acknowledge its reception, again using physical carrier sensing
to avoid collisions. Up to two additional retransmissions
happen in case of missed or error-bearing acknowledgments.
C. (Global) Broadcast protocols
The goal of global broadcast (hereafter referred simply as
broadcast) is to reliably send a message to all nodes in the
network, despite mobility and collisions. The source can be
any node in the network, and the message may require multiple
frames. Nodes may forward a message using local broadcast
upon its first reception. We denote such nodes as relay nodes.
Subsequent receptions are duplicates that are simply ignored.
The target is to reduce the number of relay nodes while
ensuring a high (ideally full) reach, i.e. the average proportion
of nodes that receive each broadcast.1 Broadcast protocols use
1 Incomplete

broadcasts may be completed using periodic anti-entropy [24].
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Algorithm 1 Selection of relays at node ni with MPR

Fig. 4. MPR selection of overlay
nodes: n1 and n2 are selected during
the first phase as they connect to
isolated nodes, n3 and n4 in the
second phase as they allow to cover
the most two-hop neighbors.

either controlled flooding or an overlay [13]. We present next
the two protocols, one of each type, that we later combine to
enable emergent overlays.
1) Counter-based controlled flooding: Uncontrolled
(“pure”) flooding is the simplest broadcast protocol
where every node acts as a relay for every message. It
generates a large number of duplicates, and many concurrent
retransmissions in dense areas. The risk of collision may be
reduced by waiting before retransmitting, either for a random
amount of time [12] or, when GPS coordinates are available,
for a time that depends on a local density estimation [25] but
these mitigations do not reduce the number of duplicates.
Controlled Flooding (CF) enables nodes to decide not
to retransmit, when they estimate that their neighborhood
has been sufficiently covered. We use the classical counterbased approach [12] that is efficient in a variety of practical
situations, as comparative studies have shown [14], [15]. Upon
the first reception of a message, a node sets up a timer t and a
counter c. Every reception of a duplicate decreases c by one.
When t expires, the node only acts as a relay if c > 0.
Controlled flooding is intuitively good for regions with high
mobility. The decision of whether or not to be a relay is made
by each node independently, based on its observation of the
local neighborhood at dissemination time. Optimal values for
t and c depend on nodes density. For sparse areas, a low value
of c can lead to incomplete coverage. In dense areas, a high
value of c will lead to many duplicates. We choose to favor
coverage in sparse areas and use a random t ∈ [10−6 , 10−4 )
seconds and c = 3. An illustration of counter-based controlled
flooding with c = 2 is given by Figure 3.
2) Multipoint Relay (MPR): Overlay-based approaches precompute which nodes should act as relays. This requires
exchange of information between nodes outside of actual message broadcasts. The goal is to form a connected dominating
set: the combined coverage areas of all relays must contain
all nodes in the network. The overlay should be connected
but at the same time contain as few relays as possible. It
can be explicit when nodes are aware of their status of relay
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relays ← ∅
// Phase 1: select 1-hop neighbors connecting isolated 2-hop neighbors
for every nj in OneH do
if ∃ niso ∈ TwoH[nj ] s.t. ∀nk6=j , niso 6∈ TwoH[nk ] then
relays ← relays ∪ {nj }
uncovered ← uncovered - TwoH[nj ]
// Phase 2: select high-degree 1-hop neighbors until coverage
while uncovered 6= ∅ do
select nj ∈ OneH maximizing |TwoH[nj ] ∩ uncovered|
relays ← relays ∪ {nj }
uncovered ← uncovered - TwoH[nj ]
return relays

nodes [18], [19]. It may also be implicit, when nodes are
informed they should act as a relay from the source or previous
relays in the broadcast process. We adopt a protocol of the
latter type, MPR [20].
MPR lets each node ni decide which of its one-hop (direct)
neighbors should be instructed to act as relays during a
broadcast in which ni acts as a relay. MPR requires the
discovery of all one-hop and two-hop neighbors using periodic
control messages. Nodes periodically announce themselves
using best-effort local broadcast, i.e. bypassing the BMW
MAC protocol. These hello messages include the current
neighborhood, collected by the MAC protocol in recent exchanges. Information about a neighbor is reset after a few
missed announcements, to account for nodes leaving the
coverage area. The ideal frequency of announcements depends
on the network dynamics. Too frequent announcements bear
the risk of extra collisions and energy costs, while infrequent
ones may lead to overlays that are no longer connected or
dominating.
The selection of relays is detailed by Algorithm 1 and
illustrated by Figure 4. The goal is to ensure that all twohop neighbors are covered by at least one relay. The selection
is in two phases. The first phase (lines 7–10) selects relays
that are necessary, i.e. one-hop neighbors that are the only
connection to “isolated” two-hop neighbors. The second phase
(lines 11–14) selects relays that are sufficient to complete
the coverage. The heuristic is to add as relay the one-hop
neighbors that cover the largest number of two-hop neighbors
until all nodes are covered. As the set of uncovered nodes is
the union of all two-hop neighbors (line 5), the while loop
on lines 11–14 always terminate. MPR is a local heuristic
that may not guarantee the optimal selection of relays, but it
has the advantage of requiring little computation and no GPS
coordinates. It also does not require specific synchronization
between nodes to agree on an explicit overlay (e.g. to inform
nodes who must act as relays), reducing its maintenance costs.
Overlay-based broadcast is expected to be useful in scenarios where nodes density is high, greatly reducing the number

Observation. Nodes must be able to evaluate local density
and mobility. Actively probing this information would defeat
the purpose of reducing costs. Instead, we rely on passive
observation of information collected from the regular operation
of the BMW MAC protocol. We describe the nature and
accuracy of the resulting observables in the first part of §V.
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node mobility
overlay dissemination, including
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Adaptation. An emergent overlay is controlled by an adaptation policy to decide when to emerge and when to dissolve an
overlay. Adaptation must be decentralized, and we only allow
information piggybacked over existing messages to enable
coordinated decisions. The goal of the adaptation is to form
connected regions where nodes collectively switch to the use
of an overlay. We discuss adaptation in the second part of §V.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the general principle of emergent overlays.

IV. I NTEROPERABILITY
of relays without requiring a difficult-to-set counter or time
value. It is however necessary that the nodes positions be
sufficiently stable, or the frequency of control messages will
need to be increased to a point where they will create collisions
and potentially bear higher costs than for dissemination itself.
III. T OWARDS E MERGENT OVERLAYS
Controlled flooding is efficient when node spatial density is
small to moderate. It is also robust in dynamic environments,
as the relaying decision is based on the current conditions
during a dissemination. However, it falls short when density
increases, leading to broadcast storms [12]. Overlay-based
broadcast is, in contrast, adapted to dense and more stable environments, where a small number of well-selected relays are
pre-selected for broadcast, minimizing the risk of collisions.
Human mobility models [5], [6], [26] indicates that a hybrid
approach could benefit from the resiliency and robustness of
controlled flooding in general, while leveraging overlays where
and when they are beneficial, that is, around the points of
interests (POI) identified at large gatherings [8], [9].
The core contribution of this paper is the notion of emergent
overlays as illustrated by Figure 5. Nodes in a MANET
with emergent overlays use controlled flooding by default,
configured for a good performance/reliability tradeoff in sparse
to moderately dense areas. Nodes in denser and more stable
areas autonomously decide to switch from controlled flooding
to the setup and use of an overlay. Realizing emergent overlays
requires mechanisms for interoperability, observation, and
coordinated adaptation.
Interoperability. Broadcast messages may be emitted by any
node of the network, from a zone using controlled flooding or
from one using an overlay. It is necessary that the broadcast
reaches all nodes regardless of the protocols they use. This is a
problem of protocol interoperability. Overlay-based protocols
maintain efficient dissemination structure for nodes within
their boundaries. They do not select relays for guaranteeing
connectivity to nodes that do not participate in the protocol.
In §IV, we develop interoperability mechanisms that properly
connect and bound regions using protocols of different types,
regardless of the size and shape of these regions.

Although nodes can use different protocols, broadcast is
required to reach all nodes. Emergent overlays construct
dissemination structures that cover their boundaries, i.e. nodes
running MPR only receive hello messages from other nodes
participating to the same protocol, and are not aware of nodes
using CF outside of the emerged overlay boundary. Similarly,
nodes running CF and located at the horizon of an emerged
overlay may not relay a message if their counter goes down
to 0 before the timer expires. This may hinder propagation of
this message inside the emerged overlay.
We present in Algorithm 2 the interoperability mechanisms
that allow messages to flow from regions using CF to regions
using MPR, and vice-versa. The original calls of CF and
MPR for receiving a message m are named “handle(m)”
and encapsulated in novel interoperability-enabling functions
named “receive(m)”. Lines 1–8 are common, while lines 9–18
and 19–28 apply to nodes running CF or MPR, respectively.
The core of the interoperability protocol is the autonomous
detection of nodes that are at the border of a zone using one
protocol. When a node detects that it should act as a border
node, it sets a boolean b for a (extendable) duration of two
MPR hello message local broadcast periods (lines 4–8). We
present how interoperability is enabled between CF and MPR
nodes in each direction.
From CF to MPR. Nodes running CF detect that they are
border nodes by reacting to hello messages sent by nearby
MPR nodes. A CF border node will systematically act as
a relay when receiving a new message from another node
(running either protocol). This is enabled by setting an infinite
value for the CF counter, which will therefore be positive when
the CF timer expires (line 18).
Selecting all CF nodes in range of a MPR zone as border
nodes, and thus as relays, is not desirable. This would lead
to massive amounts of redundant relaying and collisions in
the frontier regions of an emergent overlay although only a
few exchanges across this frontier are actually sufficient to
enable the overlay-based broadcast to take over. To reduce this
number, CF nodes set a random timer tnj when they receive
a hello message from a MPR node nj (lines 9–10). If they
receive a border message from another CF node before the

Algorithm 2 Interoperability mechanisms on node ni
1: constants
2:
∆: time
. period of sending of hello messages for MPR
3: variables
4:
b: boolean, init false
. should the node act as a border node?
5:
t: time, init ⊥
. only meaningful if b is true
6: procedure iAmBorder()
7:
if b ∧ (currentTime - t) > 2 × ∆ then b ← false
8:
return b
Code for node running CF
9: procedure MAC.receive(MPR hello from nj )
10:
tnj ← new timer with duration ∈ [10 : 100] ms
11: procedure CF.receive(border(nj ) from nk )
12:
cancel tnj (if it exists)
13: when timer tnj expires
14:
b ← true ; t ← currentTime
. now a border node for 2 × ∆ s
15:
MAC.localBroadcast(border(nj ))
16: procedure CF.receive(message m) for the first time
17:
CF.handle(m)
. regular handling of the message
18:
if iAmBorder() then counterm ← ∞
. forces being a relay
Code for node running MPR
19: procedure MAC.receive(border(nj ) from nk )
20:
b ← true ; t ← currentTime
. now a border node for 2 × ∆s
21: procedure MPR.receive(message m) for the first time
22:
if m was sent using MPR then
23:
if ni 6∈ m.relays ∧ iAmBorder() then
24:
CF.handle(m)
. if leaf and border node, use CF
25:
else
26:
if ni ∈ m.relays then b ← false
. already a relay
27:
MPR.handle(m)
. regular handling of the message
28:
else MPR.broadcast(m)
. from CF, initiate MPR broadcast

timer expires, they cancel this timer (lines 11-12). Otherwise,
they tag themselves to act as a border node for the next 2 × ∆
seconds, and send their own border frame to announce their
existence to nj (lines 13–15).
This mechanism allows a sufficient number of CF nodes
in range of MPR nodes to be aware of the need to act as
interoperability relays, while avoiding broadcast storms on the
border regions.
From MPR to CF. Nodes running MPR must be aware of
their border position. This happens through the reception of
border messages from in-range CF nodes (lines 15 & 19–
20). Border MPR nodes may be relays in the overlay or leaf
nodes. Upon reception of a message using MPR (lines 2227), the node first checks if it is a MPR leaf node but also a
border node (line 23). This check must be performed because
the overlay is implicit. A MPR leaf node that is at the border
may have to forward the message in order to reach CF nodes
across the overlay boundary. In contrast to CF nodes, MPR
relay nodes do not pro-actively reduce their numbers to avoid
broadcast storms. Instead, they re-use the controlled flooding
message handling (using timers and counters) which may relay
the message between the two zones (line 24). A MPR relay
does not act as a border node as it will already forward the
message during the regular MPR message handling procedure
(line 26). Finally, when a MPR node receives an unseen
message m from a CF node, it acts as a source and forwards
m to its relay one-hop neighbors (line 28).

V. AUTONOMOUS ADAPTATION
We now present how overlays emerge (and dissolve) autonomously in regions of a MANET where all nodes initially
use CF. We start by presenting how nodes leverage the
MAC protocol to collect observables about their environment.
An adaptation policy triggers the creation of overlays based
on thresholds over observables. The decision is collectively
enforced for the necessary lifetime of the overlay, by piggybacking control information over existing message broadcasts.
A. Observables: density and stability
The emergence of an overlay is driven by the observed
density and mobility. Those could be measured with periodic
probing messages, as used by Tseng et al. [22] and Viswanath
and Obraczka [17] to adapt the parameters of controlled
flooding. The use of extra messages go against our objective
of reducing costs and risk of collisions. Instead, we observe
that the necessary information can be collected passively from
the BMW MAC protocol. CTS requests are sent for every
local broadcast, and nodes in range reply with RTS frames.
This enables the collection of one-hop neighbors identities.
We collect the set of repliers for each RTS/CTS exchange,
and keep a limited-time history of these neighborhoods (last
10 seconds in our implementation).
Density for a node ni is measured as its degree, or number
of observed neighbors. The measurements in the time window
for ni form a sequence d−x , d−w , d−v . . . , d0 , where x ≤ 10 is
the time of the latest measurement. Using only d0 may lead to
sudden fluctuations that do not reflect medium-term increases
in density around the node. We compute instead the density
average over periods of time, e.g. d¯−1 , d¯−2 , d¯−5 , d¯−10 . As
measurements are not taken with a fixed frequency, we weight
each measurement using its validity window (e.g., d−w −d−x ).
Mobility is measured indirectly through the stability of ni ’s
neighborhood, measured as the average time unique neighbors
are observed. Again, we compute stability over varying periods
of time, resulting in s̄−1 , s̄−2 , s̄−5 , s̄−10 .
B. Protocol switching thresholds
Nodes decide to emerge an overlay based on both s̄−δ
and d¯−δ for a time window δ. In order to avoid oscillations
where nodes would switch back and forth between using CF
and MPR, we use a hysteresis, with two pairs of thresholds:
(smin , demerge ) and (smin , dkeep ), where dkeep < demerge . The
criterium smin is a minimal stability required in all cases.
The two density criteria demerge and dkeep indicate when to
respectively emerge and maintain an overlay. The values
of these criteria depend on the nature of the MANET, the
wireless range of its nodes, and deployment factor. We define
appropriate values for our test scenario in our evaluation.
C. Protocol switching policies
A simple policy would be to let nodes decide independently
when to switch from CF to MPR, when the locally observed
value for (s̄−δ , d¯−δ ) exceeds both thresholds (smin , demerge ).
As long as these values remain over thresholds (smin , dkeep ),

Algorithm 3 Coordinated adaptation on node ni
1: constants
2:
∆: time
. period of sending of hello messages for MPR
3:
smin , demerge , dkeep
. policy thresholds
4: variables
5:
s̄−δ , d¯−δ
. observables maintained by MAC protocol
6:
P ∈ { CF, MPR }
. currently running protocol
7:
tMPR
. when running MPR, dissolution timer
8: procedure emerge(): return (s̄−δ ≥ smin ∧ d¯−δ ≥ demerge )
9: procedure keep(): return (s̄−δ ≥ smin ∧ d¯−δ ≥ dkeep )
10: upon processing of message m for the first time
11:
if emerge() then
. act as a proposer
12:
m.em ← true, useMPR()
13:
else if m.em then
. react to proposal:
14:
if keep() then useMPR()
. start or renew MPR use, or
15:
else m.em ← false
. do not propagate proposal further
16: procedure useMPR()
17:
if P = CF then
18:
MPR.init()
. initialize hello messages
19:
wait(2 × ∆), then P ← MPR
. stabilize then switch
20:
tMPR ← currentTime() +10 × ∆
. set dissolution timer
21: when timer tMPR expires or if no MPR hello received in 2∆
22:
MPR.terminate()
23:
P ← CF
. dissolve overlay and return to using CF

a node would continue using MPR, but switch back to CF
otherwise. While this single-node policy will lead homogeneously dense and stable regions to eventually switch to MPR,
it has the risk of creating small MPR regions surrounded by
CF zones, when nodes density is distributed between dkeep and
demerge . A coordinated mechanism is given in Algorithm 3, that
addresses these shortcomings. First, it allows entire regions of
the MANET to switch simultaneously to use MPR, thereby
avoiding single isolated nodes using an overlay. Second,
it allows the created overlays to gracefully dissolve when
they are no longer necessary, without unnecessarily keeping
isolated residual regions.
The policy leverages nodes in very dense regions to lead
the emergence and maintenance of overlays. The entry point
to the policy algorithm (line 10) is weaved with the processing
of a message m by either of the protocols. Nodes whose
local thresholds are above (smin , demerge ) will invite other nodes
contacted by the broadcast of m to switch or keep using MPR.
The invitation is a single bit em (for emerge!) piggybacked
in the header of m. We note that multiple nodes in a dense
regions may set em, and possibly switch themselves to MPR
(line 12). Other nodes receiving a message with the em bit
set will check whether their local observables are above the
(smin , dkeep ) thresholds (line 14). If it is the case, a node will
start or continue using MPR. The value of em is unmodified
and the message is further broadcast. Nodes that do not pass
any of the thresholds unset em, marking the boundary of the
emerging overlay’s region (line 15).
The switch from CF to MPR is not immediate. After starting
to send hello frames (line 18), nodes wait for a period of
2 × ∆ before switching to MPR (line 19). The lifetime of
an MPR overlay is governed by the timer tMPR at each node,
which is always set to 10 × ∆ when a node switches to, or
continues using, MPR (line 20). If no further invitation to
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Fig. 6. Initial position of 600 nodes in the simulation field.

use MPR has been received when the timer expires, the node
switches back to CF. This can happen either as nodes are in
a moderately dense area where no node has consistently seen
a density justifying sending an invitation, or if an increase
in mobility jeopardizes the interest of using an overlay. An
exception is made for nodes running MPR who do not receive
a hello frame for more than a period of 2∆. This accounts
for mobile nodes who have moved out of a dense zone, and
are no longer in range of any MPR node.
VI. E VALUATION
We evaluate the performance and reliability of broadcast
using full-stack simulations in Omnet++ v5.4 [23] and its plugin INET v4.1. We compare emergent overlays with baseline
protocols and with two approaches to adaptive broadcast from
the literature [17], [22].
Our evaluation aims at answering the following research
questions: (i) Do emergent overlays allow improving the
cost of broadcast in zones where CF is inefficient? (ii) Is
autonomous adaptation effective in emerging overlays without
centralized control? (iii) How do emergent overlays compare
to previous approaches of adaptive broadcasting?
A. Experimental setup
Simulation settings. We simulate a full MANET network
stack, from the wireless medium to application-level protocols. The physical and data-link layers follow IEEE 802.11
specifications, with the additional use of BMW for MAC-level
local broadcast. Every node uses a single transceiver with a
fixed transmission range of 10 m, representative of the range
of bluetooth and similar radio devices. This transceiver uses
the 2.4 GHz frequency band, with a maximum achievable data
rate of 11 Mbps.
Use case and experiment model. We consider a set of
600 mobile nodes, the placement and mobility of which
are inspired by real-life measurements of crowds at large
events [8], [9]. Figure 6 portrays the starting node positions
in the simulated setup. Nodes are deployed over a 90×45 m
field. A 40×15 m area in the middle of this field represents a
POI where a larger number of nodes tend to aggregate.

Metrics. We use the following metrics:
• Reliability of the broadcast is measured by its reach (in %),
the average proportion of nodes that receive each message;

Region

Reach (%)

LBC (%)

Collisions

CFc=3

All
Out of POI
At POI

98.90
100.00
97.30

78.51
94.40
35.09

8890.00
3070.10
5819.80

CFc=4

All
Out of POI
At POI

99.91
100.00
98.67

74.63
90.05
32.69

12403.36
3962.85
8440.51

All
MPR∆=20s Out of POI
At POI

99.80
99.60
100.00

94.70
98.00
81.50

599.80
231.50
368.20

All
MPR∆=30s Out of POI
At POI

99.30
98.70
99.90

95.00
98.40
79.50

621.60
245.20
376.30

TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY OF BASELINE PROTOCOLS .
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Incoming messages (application level)

Comparison to previous approaches. We consider our baseline protocols (counter-based CF and MPR) used in isolation, and combined for emergent overlays. In addition, we
compare with two state-of-the-art adaptive approaches. We
implemented these two protocols in the same simulation environment, and both use the BMW MAC protocol for reliable
local broadcast.
Our first comparison point is adaptive counter-based controlled flooding, or ACF [22]. It is an adaptive variant of
counter-based CF (§II). It uses control messages to collect
density information around each node. We rely instead on
the observable from the MAC protocol. The setting of timers
is unchanged, but the initial value of counters is a function
of density. We use the adaptation function suggested by the
authors [22, Figure 6]. Initial counter values vary from 2 to 5
for different densities (i.e., from 2 to 5 for density values 1 to
4, and then slowly down to a value of 2 for 12+ neighbors).
Our second comparison point is S-H flooding [17]. It uses
two types of controlled flooding protocols, scoped flooding
for low-mobility nodes and hyper flooding for high-mobility
nodes. The decision of which protocol to use is made independently by each node based on its measured velocity, therefore
requiring accelerometers. We use 1 m/s (a typical walking
speed) as the switching threshold. S-H flooding needs the list
of one-hop neighbors, which is piggybacked on all forwarded
messages. We do not use explicit control messages but obtain
these lists passively from the MAC protocol, as we do for ACF.
A node using scoped flooding compares the list of neighbors of
the forwarder to its own and only retransmits if less than 85%
of the two sets overlap. Hyper flooding is a variant of timerbased CF, without counters, where a timed retransmission at
ni is only cancelled when the duplicate is received by a node
present in ni ’s currently-known neighbor set.

Protocol

Outgoing messages (application level)

At the beginning of the simulation, 300 nodes are randomly
placed inside the POI and 300 others outside. During the
simulation, nodes are mobile. To simulate human mobility,
we use the truncated levy walks [6] model, which combines
frequent short walks with occasional rides to distant locations.
The velocity of every walk is chosen randomly from an
interval: [0:0.5] m/s at the POI and [1.5:2] m/s outside it.
These values are representative of mobility in large gatherings.
Nodes move freely within the entire communication area. We
verify upon generation of a mobility trace that at any point in
time, the graph formed by all nodes and direct neighborhood
relations is connected (therefore, the potential for complete
coverage is theoretically 100%). We discard the infrequent
random seeds that do not ensure this connectedness.
Each experiment lasts for 10 minutes, with one new broadcast every two seconds, starting from a randomly-selected
source node. Messages are always 280 Bytes in size, similar to
the length of a typical message on social media. We report the
aggregates of 5 experiment runs with different random seeds.
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Fig. 7. Performance of single-protocol deployments, for all of the communication area (light grey), at the POI (dark grey) and out of the POI (white).

•

•
•

Reliability of local broadcast is measured at the MAC level
by local broadcast coverage or LBC (in %), the average
proportion of neighbors that successfully receive frames
despite collisions. A low LBC indicates that nodes were not
able to successfully disseminate frames to their neighbors
despite using 3 MAC-level retransmissions. It is a clear
sign of a strongly locally-contented wireless medium, which
directly impacts on the reliability and cost of the broadcast;
Overall contention on the wireless medium is measured as
the number of observed collisions;
Bandwidth cost for nodes is measured as the number of sent
and received messages.

B. Performance of base protocols
We start by evaluating the performance and reliability of
the base protocols. Table I reports reliability metrics for two
variants of CF with initial counter values of 3 and 4, and
two variants of MPR with period ∆ of 20 and 30 seconds.
Figure 7 details the network traffic at the application level (i.e.
forwarded messages, without control traffic). We distinguish
between outgoing messages (i.e. forwarded messages) and
incoming messages (i.e. received messages). The difference
between the former and the latter stands for duplicates. We
present all metrics for the entire system, and the breakdown
outside and inside the central point of interest.
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Fig. 8. Distributions of density d¯5 (left) and stability s̄5 (right) in the 3
regions: for all of the communication area (solid line), at the POI (dashed
line) and out of the POI (dotted line).

We can observe that CF with an initial counter value of 3
achieves a good reach in the entire system, but only through a
high number of duplicates. This results in low LBC and a high
number of collisions. This is particularly true at the POI where
the LBC plummets down to 35.09%, and where the number
of collisions is significantly higher than outside of the POI for
the same number of nodes. The use of a higher counter value
(c = 4) improves reach but also results in a major inefficiency
particularly at the POI.
MPR is able to attain total reach (100% with ∆ = 20s)
for nodes at the POI, with a significantly better LBC and
less collisions than CF. The reliability out of the POI is good
but not as high as with CF. We note that MPR with control
messages periods ∆ lower than 20 seconds yields a significant
number of collisions and, thus, suffers a loss in reliability.
The evaluation of individual protocols confirms that CF is
inefficient in dense zones, where MPR is a better choice. We
choose to use MPR with ∆ = 30s for emergent overlays, and
CF with c = 3 otherwise.
C. Quality of observables
We evaluate the quality of observables collected at the level
of the MAC protocol, as defined in §V-A. Figure 8 presents
the distribution of observed density (d¯5 ) and observed stability
(s̄5 ) for an observation period of 5 seconds.2 We present the
distribution for both the entire system and regions at and
outside the POI.
We can observe that the distribution of density outside and at
the POI differ, with the former ranging from as low as 1 and up
to 25 neighbors, while the latter ranges from 18 to 34. These
estimations are in line with a baseline of exact densities that
we compute offline from the mobility trace. We only observe
a slight deviation to lower density estimates for nodes at the
POI, that we explain as a result of collisions leading to missed
CTS messages by the MAC protocol. Stability ranges from 0
to 6 and 1 to 7 seconds per neighbor on average, outside and
at the POI, respectively, in coherence with our mobility model.
2 We do not present distributions for other aggregation periods due to space
limitations. Our experiments confirm that short periods (e.g. 1 second) yield
similar distributions, but measurements for individual nodes are subject to
higher noise. Longer periods (e.g. 10 seconds) do not bring significant benefits.
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Fig. 9. Timeline of an overlay emergence, with the number of nodes using the
two protocols (first plot), the average LBC for nodes inside the POI (second
plot) and the average number of incoming messages (third plot).

D. Efficiency of emerging overlays
We evaluate the effectiveness of our adaptation protocol in
emerging an overlay at the POI. The simulation starts with
all nodes using CF, with new messages being sent from the
beginning, and every 2 seconds.
We use the following parameters for our adaptation (§V):
smin is set to 2 seconds/node. demerge and dkeep are set to 20
and 10 observed neighbors respectively. These values were
determined from the distribution of observables discussed in
the previous subsection.
Figure 9 presents, over time and from top to bottom, the
evolution of the number of nodes using either protocol, the
LBC at the POI and the average number of incoming messages
over the entire network. Reach is not shown but remains close
to 100% for the entire duration of the experiment.
We observe a gradual increase in the number of nodes
switching to MPR in the first plot. This number stabilizes at
around two-thirds of the network for the rest of the simulation.
The LBC at the POI is very low at first, as a result of the
high number of collisions in the dense region using CF. This
results in a higher number of retransmissions and therefore
a higher cost to obtain a high reach. At time t=60s, we can
observe a sharp increase in the LBC for nodes at the POI.
This corresponds to the end of the transition period (line 19
of Algorithm 3), of duration 2 × ∆ = 2 × 30s.
This experiment shows the capacity of nodes to trigger the
adaptation. Actually, we can observe that more nodes that
those strictly at the POI itself switch to MPR. This is a result
of measurements for nodes out of the POI but close to it,
who are neighbors with the denser area and pass the density
threshold dkeep .
E. Performance of emerged overlays
We finally evaluate the performance of the emerged overlay,
and compare it with the result of the two other adaptive
approaches, ACF and S-H flooding.
Table II presents the reliability metrics, and Figure 10
depicts the number of forwarded and incoming messages. As
for previous experiments we present the metrics for the entire
system and a breakdown over the two zones.

Protocol

Reach (%)

LBC (%)

Collisions

Emerg. Ovl.
All
CFc=3
Out of POI
MPR∆=30s
At POI

Region

99.99
99.99
100.00

87.35
73.13
93.40

3552.83
1871.77
1681.05

ACF

All
Out of POI
At POI

98.90
100.00
98.90

82.25
99.83
50.27

5058.26
1515.69
3542.56

S-H
Flooding

All
Out of POI
At POI

92.67
90.99
96.34

62.07
100.00
25.23

17501.30
6609.07
10892.22

TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY OF ADAPTIVE APPROACHES .

at the POI, but at the cost of a very high number of messages,
and therefore duplicates and collisions. This results in a LBC
that only reaches 25.23%.
Our evaluation and the comparison to other approaches
show that emergent overlays allow combining the interest of
controlled flooding in the sparse and mobile zone, out of the
POI, while benefitting from the performance and reliability of
the overlay-based broadcast at the POI. The overall reliability
is high and the cost remains reasonable compared to the use of
a single protocol and to other broadcast approaches adapting
the parameters of controlled flooding.

Incoming messages (application level)

Outgoing messages (application level)
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Fig. 10. Performance of adaptive approaches, for all of the communication
area (light grey), at the POI (dark grey) and out of the POI (white).

We first observe that our approach reaches an excellent
reach of 99.99% out of the POI, and 100% at the POI where
the overlay is used. The LBC at the POI is over 90%, and over
70% outside of it. The number of collisions is below that of
CF used alone, for nodes out of the POI. This is explained by
the presence of border nodes who disseminate to a significant
portion of these nodes, thereby increasing the coverage of
the MPR overlay and reducing the number of necessary CF
forwarding. This number of collisions for nodes at the POI
is however higher than for the same nodes when the entire
network uses only MPR. This is a result of the additional
control messages and traffic generated by border nodes, that
interfere with the overlay dissemination itself. The emergent
overlay realizes a compromise between the performance of
MPR at the POI and the reliability of CF in the rest of the
system. Its cost is slightly higher than MPR alone due to
the use of interoperability protocols and border nodes, but it
remains significantly less than CF alone.
ACF offers good performance out of the POI with 100%
reach and a high LBC. However, the use of controlled flooding
at the POI, despite the adaptation of its parameters, yields an
inefficient broadcast for nodes at the POI, with a LBC reaching
only 50.27%, and with a number of collisions that is more than
twice that of the emergent overlay. ACF indeed uses a similar
number of incoming and outgoing messages outside of the POI
but requires almost twice as much of the former, and results
in about 20% more of the latter. The performance of S-H
flooding, on the other hand, is deceptive. Perhaps surprisingly,
the reach is better at the POI than outside of it, despite the
protocol being a controlled flooding approach. LBC out of the
POI is 100% but the reach is only 90.99%. The reach is higher

A survey by Ruiz and Bouvry [13] provides a comprehensive taxonomy of controlled flooding and overlay-based
protocols, also covered in surveys by Reina et al. [27] and
Santi [28]. Our previous work [14] and the work of Williams
and Camp [15] present comparative evaluations of broadcast
protocols from different classes. Hess et al. [5] survey human
mobility models for mobile networking. Levy walk are a
general model [6]. Other proposals allow modeling mobility
in specific scenarios, such as disaster areas [26].
The broadcast storm problem associated with flooding is
identified by Ni et al. [12], who also propose controlled
flooding using counters and timers as we use in this paper. The
collection of topology information [29] or GPS locations [25]
allows the optimizing of controlled flooding. However, they
are costlier and more sensitive to high mobility.
Overlay-based broadcast is based on the construction of
connected dominating sets (CDS) [19], with the goal of
minimizing the number of necessary relay nodes. MPR [20]
or TSS [18] create CDS by guaranteeing the coverage of
two-hop neighbors by at least one relay node. Ahn and
Lee [30] improve MPR to guarantee that each 2-hop neighbor
is covered by m such relays. Other approaches [31], [32]
consider variable-range local broadcast to optimize the CDS.
Determining the optimal configuration for a MANET broadcast algorithm is difficult. Kokuti and Vilmos [33] propose
adaptation techniques to dynamically decide on parameters in
controlled flooding. Tseng, Ni and Shih [22] similarly propose
the ACF adaptation mechanism that we used in our evaluation
(§VI). Controlled flooding adaptation can use measures of
node velocity, as for S-H flooding [17] detailed in §VI, or measures of observed contention and collisions [22]. Liarokapis
and Shahrabi [34] propose techniques to switch from simple
to controlled flooding, and adapt switching threshold to locally
measured density. Artimy [35] proposes density estimation and
dynamic range adaptation for vehicular networks, distinguishing between free-flow and congested phases.
The term emergent overlay has been previously used in another context, wired unstructured P2P network [36], to denote
the on demand construction of distributed hash tables [37]
following a centralized decision. Bellavista et al. [2] combine
a static sensor network using an overlay and a MANET with
controlled flooding for data collection for an IoT scenario, but
the use of either protocol is determined in advance. We are

not aware of any previous approach combining in a single
MANET controlled flooding and overlays.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We presented the design and implementation of emergent
overlays for efficient broadcast in heterogeneous MANETs.
Emergent overlays allow interoperability between regions of
the MANET using controlled flooding and regions using a
MPR overlay. Our decentralized adaptation mechanism allows
such regions to autonomously coordinate on the emergence
of overlays, based on density and mobility. Our evaluation
shows that emergent overlays offer good delivery guarantees
with a lower cost than state-of-the-art adaptation techniques
for controlled flooding. They reduce the number of messages
and collisions and therefore the cost of broadcast.
This works open interesting perspectives that we consider
for our future work. A first one is the use of emergent
overlays for routing, e.g. based on the discovering at runtime
of commonly-used paths between sources and destinations.
A second one is adaptation strategies to automatically derive
thresholds used for emerging overlays, based on observations
of broadcast reliability and performance.
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